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The elections for the Senate were equally favourable, the Block
obtaining 76 out of 111 seats, or more than the two-thirds necessary
for the revision of the Constitution. In the Seym, however,
the Pilsudski majority fell below two-thirds—which meant
difficulty in carrying out that revision.
SECOND SLAWEK CABINET
Pilsudski, in an interview given to the Gazeta Polska on November
26 said that the Government had now a solid and stable majority,
something exceptional in Europe, and this would permit the
creation of more normal bases for the collaboration of the three
elements of power in the State: the President of the Republic,
the Government and the Parliament. He thought that the principal
task of the new Parliament was the revision of the Constitution.
Soon after the elections he resigned the Premiership, as he had
decided to go abroad for a long rest, and the Cabinet resigned with
him; but with some changes it was reconstituted on December 4,
1930. Slawek again became Prime Minister; Zaleski remained
Foreign Minister and the Marshal himself Minister of War;
Kwaitkowski dropped out as Minister of Industry and Commerce
and was replaced by Prystor; Beck became Under-Secretary
of State in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The new Parliament was opened on December 9 by the reading
of the Presidential message by Slawek; Moscicki dwelt on the
necessity of reforming the Constitution which, he said, had been
drawn up "in the tumult of war and in the midst of deep intestine
dissensions," and inevitably was imperfect. The next business
in the Seym was the election of its Speaker, and Switalski was
elected by 238 votes to 62 for Zwierzynski, the candidate of the
National Democrats, the other parties and groups abstaining.
ELECTIONS IN POLISH UPPER SILESIA
Moscicki also decreed the dissolution of the provincial Parliament
in Silesia, and elections were held on November 23, 1930, with
39 mandates for the Poles and 9 for the Germans; the Government
Block secured 19, the Korfanty group 16, the National Workers
3 and the Socialists i. The Polish success was greater than in

